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Chip Multiprocessor Architecture: Techniques to Improve Throughput and LatencyMorgan and Claypool Publishers, 2007
Chip multiprocessors — also called multi-core microprocessors or CMPs for short — are now the only way to build high-performance microprocessors, for a variety of reasons. Large uniprocessors are no longer scaling in performance, because it is only possible to extract a limited amount of parallelism from a typical instruction stream...
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The Drinking Water Handbook, Second EditionCRC Press, 2012

	When you open the tap to fill your glass with drinking water, you expect the water to be of good quality. But is the water from your tap really safe? The second edition of an industry-wide bestseller, The Drinking Water Handbook explains the many processes employed to make water safe to drink. Starting at the source, it...
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Harmful Cyanobacteria (Aquatic Ecology Series)Springer, 2005

	This outstanding volume provides an up-to-date overview of the advances in our knowledge of harmful cyanobacteria. An essential reference for all scientists and environmental professionals interested in cyanobacterial ecology and water management.
...
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The County Diagnostic: A Regional Environmental Footprint Framework for the USA (Beiträge zur Landschafts- und Umweltplanung I Contributions to Landscape and Environmental Planning)Springer, 2019

	The county diagnostic method is a spatially explicit, unit specific, component expanded regional environmental footprint framework for the USA designed by Bryce Lawrence to compare the influence of ecoregions on poly?factorial environmental footprints. This 'diagnostic assessment' quantifies and compares the flows of food, water, energy,...
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Mountain Resorts (Ecology and Law in Modern Society)Ashgate, 2009
Mountains are the home of significant ecological resources - wildlife habitat, higher elevation plant systems, steep slopes and delicate soils, and water systems. These resources are subject to very visible and growing pressures, most of which are caused by the unique features of mountains. Using as case studies four mountain resorts in four ranges...
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Environmental Chemistry: Asian LessonsSpringer, 2003
"This book provides significant information on the impact of rapid industrialization and urbanization on air, soil, and water in the Asian environment. Questions at the end of each chapter are appropriately designed for undergraduate students. The author uses various combinations of expert approaches and geoinformation systems, including...
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Weather and Climate Experiments (Facts on File Science Experiments)Facts on File, 2009
Study of the weather and climate helps students understand weather conditions and the science behind weather research. Temperature, barometric pressure, wind, and precipitation are just a few of the types of data routinely collected and analyzed by meteorologists. By studying weather, students can understand more about what is going on in the...
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Hibernation (Greenwood Guides to the Animal World)Greenwood Press, 2006

	There are many examples of the amazing evolutionary adaptations in the animal
	kingdom that aid survival, but the ability of animals to hibernate is one of the most
	incredible. Most vertebrates must keep warm, because hypothermia or loss of body
	heat is potentially fatal, but some have evolved to withstand a massive drop in...
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Our History Is the Future: Standing Rock Versus the Dakota Access Pipeline, and the Long Tradition of Indigenous ResistanceVerso, 2021

	How two centuries of Indigenous resistance created the movement proclaiming “Water is life”
	
		In 2016, a small protest encampment at the Standing Rock Reservation in North Dakota, initially established to block construction of the Dakota Access oil pipeline, grew to be the largest Indigenous protest movement in the...
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The Facts on File Dictionary of Marine Science (Facts on File Science Library)Facts on File, 2007
"Entries are clearly written; this will be an easy book for researchers, students, and teachers to study." - Choice "...useful in a school or public reference library to support students, teachers, or any of the general public who want more complete answers to marine science and history terminology questions than a general dictionary...
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The Economics of Evaluating Water Projects: Hydroelectricity Versus Other UsesSpringer, 2012

	This book presents research on a kind of water use conflicts that is becoming more and more common and important: How to best manage moving water in times of increasing demand for electricity as well as environmental services. How should decisions be made between water use for electricity generation or for environmental and recreational...
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Encyclopedia of World Cultures: South AsiaMacmillan Technical, 1992
Contemplation of the huge numbers of people now living in South Asia prompts me to point out that this volume deals with about 20 percent of the world's population (which stood at almost 5 billion in 1986, the year in which the population of South Asia passed the 1 billion mark). The rough geographic limits encompassing this mass of people and...
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